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Abstract 

There is a recent study of the history of the pigmentary tumors. However, it does not mention brain metastases. 

Accordingly, extensive search of the Transactions of the Pathological Society of London, which I have in my 

mini-Library, was undertaken. Consequently, the findings are analysed here. They range not only from 

observing the brain in its “natural” state but also to abstracting useful data. In this context, some eponymous 

giants were exemplified in terms of anatomical exactitude. Even the concept of “emboli” appeared. 
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Introduction 

As someone who believes in the tracer tool 

function of the requested reprint, (1) I possess such 

an informative reprint. The arresting title is 

“Pigment Cell Biology: An Historical Review” (2). 

Alas! It does not cover the important subject of the 

metastasis of melanoma to the brain. Consequently, 

this paper supplies data culled from the 

Transactions of the Pathological Society of London 

which began to appear in the 1846-48 period (3). In 

sum, I stock them in my mini-Library. 

 

Historical texts 

Perhaps, one may start with those medical masters 

who merely noted that the brain was not invaded 

when they carried out autopsies (4-8). Likewise, 

mere listing of brain among the colonized organs 

was the contribution of Calvert and Pigg (9). 

Beadles (10) was specific. As he saw it, “Nothing 

abnormal was noticed about the appearance of the 

membranes, cerebrum, and the rest of the brain, 

with the exception of the left lobe of the 

cerebellum.” Elsewhere, he showed knowledge of 

“emboli” itself. 

Likewise, Sanderson (11) mentioned that “The left 

lobe of the cerebellum was displaced by a 

melanotic mass, about as large as nectarine.” 

Another localized area was seen by Payne (12), but 

only in terms of the ventricle and nerves. Similarly, 

Rolleston (13) aptly described a man who 

presented with left hemiplegia; the cause was “a 

polypoid tumour which was embedded in the 

substance of the right cerebral hemisphere.”  

In contrast, Bryant (14) knew a man who “had no 

head symptom,” but turned out eventually to have 

suffered from “almost a complete cavity” that 

microscopy confirmed to be melanomatous. 

Deserving of an abstract of some length is the story 

keyed to drunkennss (15). As a patient of the 

laboring class, the man had taken “wine which he 

had smuggled into the hospital.” He never 

recovered! Autopsy was revealing thus: 

First, then, as to the brain. There were two tumours 

of the size of nuts, and about six of much smaller 

size in the grey matter of the cerebrum. All showed 

distinctly on the surface, the larger as black masses, 

the smaller as faint grey dots, and all were above 

the level of the centrum ovale majus.  

The tumour in the medulla was remarkably soft, 

almost central in position, but extending rather 

further to the right than the left side, and reaching 

from half way down the medulla to the lower 

border of the pons. No sign of a recent hᴂmorrhage 

could anywhere be seen, and thus, though it is 

impossible not to suspect that the growth had 

something to do with the man’s death, it is not easy 

to explain the symptoms that set in after the fit of 

drunkenness. It seems strange that so large a mass 

could have existed in this important situation 

without giving rise to any symptoms whatever 

unless the numbness and loss of power in the left 

arm are to be attributed to it. 

Another interesting case involved a woman. As the 

pathologist pronounced (16), “It was this wonderful 

distortion of her limbs which made me anxious to 

see the seat of the brain lesion.” There were eleven 
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separate masses in the brain. They deserve 

portrayal because some eponymous giants featured 

thus: 

The positions occupied by these morbid growths, 

which were found on or near the upper surface, are 

of interest in their bearing on the question of the 

localization of cerebral function. The superior 

frontal convolution has been pointed out by Ferrier 

as the point by stimulating which, in the monkey, 

he obtained extension forward of opposite hand and 

arm, whilst around the fissure of Rolando he 

obtained “complicated movements of the hand and 

arm, as in swimming,” and it is to be remarked that, 

in the case before us, there was on both sides a 

morbid growth interfering with the localities 

mentioned. 

In the same connection we would note the 

existence of a tumour in what is called Broca’s 

convolution. 

At the spot corresponding with that occupied by 

another morbid growth, viz. that in the left parietal 

lobule, Ferrier obtained by stimulation advance of 

the opposite limb, as in walking. 

 

Discussion 

It is noteworthy that the analyses showed a range of 

findings which go from normality of the brain to 

melanomatous colonization. These included those 

linked with some eponymous giants like Ferrier 

and Broca. In conclusion, the fact that they traced 

the pathological landmarks exactly is in keeping 

with my suggestion that the medical masters of 

yester years were interestingly cognizant of the 

laws of nature (17). Incidentally, the famous 

German pathologist, Julius Cohnheim, considered 

in 1889 that autopsies “are all in a manner 

experiments instituted by nature, which we need 

only rightly interpret to get a clear idea of the 

causes, laws of growth, and significance of the 

tumour” (18). 

No conflict of interest. 
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